NSCC Uniform Regulations: Figure 12

OFFICER/CADET SHOULDER FLASH/CHEVRONS/
Never sew anything on an all-weather coat (raincoat)!!!

FIGURE 12

Officers
Officers wear the
appropriate color
NSCC officer
shoulder flashes
on both shoulders
of all outerwear,
including khaki,
summer white,
and winter blue
shirts, utility and
dress blue
jackets, sweaters,
and on coveralls.
Officers wear the
cadet olive drab
NSCC shoulder
flashes w/ black
lettering on BDU
blouses & BDU
field jackets.

Cadets
Black NSCC shoulder
flashes w/ yellow
lettering go on all
outerwear, including
utility shirts, utility
jackets, dress blue &
white jumpers, and
peacoats, and on
coveralls. Olive drab
NSCC shoulder
flashes w/ black
lettering go on BDU
blouses & BDU field
jackets.
NSCC unit flashes w/
yellow lettering
("Gunfighter" in this
example, "Aurora
Division" on our
uniforms) go on the
left sleeve of utility
jackets, dress blue &
white jumpers, and
peacoats.

Black NLCC shoulder
flashes w/ white &
yellow lettering go on
the left shoulder only of
all outerwear, including
utility shirts, utility
jackets, dress white &
winter blue shirts, and
peacoats, and on
coveralls.
NSCC unit flashes w/
yellow lettering
("Gunfighter" in this
example, "Aurora
Division" on our
uniforms) go on the left
sleeve of utility jackets,
dress white & winter
blue shirts, and
peacoats.
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Never sew anything on an all-weather coat (raincoat)!!!
Q. Which side of my uniform do I put my name tapes on?
A. From the point of view of you wearing the uniform, the name tape goes over the pocket
on your right side on the front of the shirt and back of the pants. Consequently, the Branch
of Service tape (USNSCC or USNLCC) would go on the left side.

Q. Do I cut off my name tapes even with my pockets?
A. NO! Fold the ends under & iron them to give finished edges that won't fray.
The name tape goes above the pocket, name tape edge to pocket edge and centered.

Q. What uniform items get name tapes and what get branch tapes? Which name tape goes on
which uniform item?
A. The utility shirt gets a light blue name tape and a light blue branch tape (same material as the shirt)
with dark blue lettering, placed as described above. The utility trousers get a dark blue name tape
(same color material as the pants) with white lettering, placed over the right back pocket. The utility
jacket gets a black name tape (same material as the jacket) with white lettering on the right breast,
approximately where it would be on a utility shirt. If the cadet or officer purchases BDUs/CUUs
(needed only for certain trainings), each blouse (shirt) would get a name tape and a branch tape (black
lettering on olive drab material) placed as described above, as would the field jacket, and the trousers
would get a name tape (black lettering on olive drab material) over the right back pocket. If the cadet
or officer purchases coveralls (needed only for certain trainings), they would get a name tape and
branch tape (silver lettering on navy blue material for cadets, gold lettering on navy blue material for
officers) placed as described for utility shirts.
Q. Where do we get name tapes and branch tapes?

A. The cadet will be issued 3 utility shirt name tapes, 3 utility shirt branch tapes, 3 utility trousers
name tapes, and 1 utility jacket name tape (along with a plastic name tag for the dress uniform) upon
enrollment as part of their Basic Uniform Issue. If additional tapes are needed, we suggest Spur Name
tapes. While there are other sources, some cheaper, Spur's service is outstanding. There is a link to
Spur (titled Name Tapes for Uniforms) on the Aurora Division's Resource Page (www.
auroraseacadets.org/resource.htm), in the Uniform Resources section.
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